Microelectromechanical system (MEMS) design is often complex, containing multiple disciplines but also conflicting objectives. Designers are often faced with the problem of balancing what objectives to focus upon and how to incorporate modeling and simulation tools across multiple levels of abstraction in the design optimization process. In particular due to the computational expense of some of these simulation methods there are restrictions on how much optimization can occur. In this paper we aim to demonstrate the application of multi-objective and multi-level design optimisation strategies to a MEMS bandpass filter. This provides for designers the ability to evolve solutions that can match multiple objectives. In order to address the problem of a computationally expensive design process a novel multi-level evaluation strategy is developed. In addition a new approach for bandpass filter modeling and optimization is presented based up the electrical equivalent circuit method. In order to demonstrate this approach a comparison is made to previous attempts to design similar bandpass filters. Results are comparable in design but at a significant reduction in functional evaluations, needing only 10,000 functional evaluations in comparison to 2.6 million with the previous work.
Introduction
Automation of design is an important part of any successful approach to optimize or develop new products. There are a number of ways in which a designer can be aided in improving this efficiency for example the use of state of the art modeling and simulation tools, to automated forms of design synthesis and optimization. One field of manufacturing to benefit from the use of modeling, simulation and soft computing tools is that found in the design and manufacture of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The multidisciplinary and hierarchical nature of MEMS design makes balancing the process between any number of simulation and modeling tools to achieve the desired outcome and speeding up this process difficult. This is in conjunction with the often large number of conflicting objectives and constraints that designers have to take into account when creating new applications or designs. Strategies that utilize and exploit the large number of modeling and simulation tools available could prove a solution to overcome the barrier of using computationally expensive modeling simulation tools, while multi-objective optimisation algorithms can allow for solutions that meet or balance the needs of the designer.
Past work on design optimization of MEMS focuses upon a single level strategy, where a single optimization or meta-heuristic algorithm is applied in an iterative fashion [ 9 ] [ 15 ] [ 43 ] . However the nature of MEMS design synthesis and optimization brings with it many challenges that such an approach will struggle with. An example is the cost of model-ing and simulation for fitness evaluation that can reduce the number of solutions a designer is able to create and evaluate. A novel solution to this is in the application of a multi-level strategy that exploits different levels of modeling and simulation abstraction to lower evaluation cost, speed up design and allow for increased search of the design space. In tandem a novel electrical circuit equivalent model is developed to provide different levels of abstraction and functional evaluation cost to enable the application of a multi-level strategy for MEMS bandpass filter design.
Related Research

Microelectromechanical systems
Microelectromechanical systems are a multidisciplinary field built from the Very-Large-ScaleIntegration (VLSI) fabrication techniques originally the foundation of the integrated circuit (IC) community. Their application covers a wide range of disciplines from the commercial, industrial and academic domains, including not just the mechanical and electrical . Tied to these areas are a host of modeling and simulation tools, often based around the hierarchical nature of the MEMS design process. Here the design process is often decomposed into four levels (System, Device, Physical, and Process) with a focus upon varying levels of abstraction and system to component view. The system level focuses upon the use of lumped element circuit models or block diagrams to model device performance, utilising powerful circuit simulators. They provide the possibility to interface with the mechanical elements of the device, either through analytical models, HDL models, reduced order models or alternatively electrical equivalent representations of the mechanical component. Both the device and physical level provide models of varying granularity. At a device level, a designer can look to build accurate 2D layout models through the use of NODAL simulators and various atomic MEMS elements, or by building mathematical analytical representations. The two major contributions to nodal analysis and its application to MEMS design are the tools NODAS [ 44 45 ] and Sugar [ 12 ] . The development of NODAS derived from the Nodal Design of Actuators and Sensors in [ 45 ] was motivated by the need to overcome constraints of previous behavioural modelling which focused on individual devices as a whole. The physical level generally utilises more expensive finite element and boundary element methods to simulate and analyse 3D models of the device. The process level looks towards the creation of appropriate mask layouts and process information needed for the batch process generally employed to fabricate the device. Therefore, by utilising system level tools it is possible to derive the function of the whole coupled electromechanical device, while the device or physical levels allow the device to be envisioned and thus allow fabrication to follow function. Traditionally the design of MEMS devices has followed a tried and tested hand-driven or back of the envelope approach with the addition of modeling and simulation tools to allow for visualization and analysis of the physical behaviour of the device. However in recent years there has been a drive to automate the design and development of MEMS devices by removing the dependence on hand-driven design and optimization and looking to develop automated algorithms and heuristics tailored towards MEMS design synthesis and optimization.
Conventional vs Unconventional Design Synthesis
Traditional design synthesis and optimisation by MEMS designers has often followed a trial-anderror approach with new designs being fabricated, tested to failure and then if necessary followed up with further redesign. This is both time consuming and expensive. The advent of modeling and simulation tools has enabled designers to perform this process in-silica but it is still very much dependent on a particular designers skill set, and with MEMS being highly multidisciplinary this can have its disadvantages. The introduction of automation into the process to improve design synthesis and optimisation is an approach which has taken hold over the past decades. 
MEMS Bandpass Filter Modelling
Microelectromechanical systems offer a range of benefits over their contemporary macro alternatives and more and more are giving rise to replacing them. Often more robust and environmentally tolerant [ 28 ] , they also benefit from their scale by taking up less space and requiring less power to function. Heterodyning communications are one area where the application of MEMS could provide profound benefits [ 29 ] . A component of such communication devices are bandpass filters, particularly important in highly selective HF (high-frequency), IF (intermediate-frequency), or RF (radio-frequency) signal processing and mixing [ 30 ] . The performance characteristics of such filters such as having a low insertion loss, small percent bandwidth and shape factor are heavily influenced by the Quality (Q) factor of the component which itself must be tolerant also to environmental variations such as temperature, noise or microphonics that effect frequency transmission . These mechanical vibrations are processed through the mechanical domain of the filter and then converted back into electrical signals by an output sensing comb transducer [ 37 ] . The expression ∂C n /∂x can therefore be approximated as:
Where ξ is a constant that models additional capacitance due to fringing electric fields, N f in is the number of finger gaps within the comb drive, 0 is the permittivity of air, h is the structural layer thickness and d is the comb finger gap spacing
. It is the output signal which forms the characteristic frequency transmission required for filter signal processing. The central frequency of an individual resonator and filter as a whole is dependent on the resonance frequency of the individuals resonators, the bandwidth characteristics of the filter are dependent upon the coupling springs and its physical properties, in particular its stiffness in the driving direction [ 30 ] .
A single folded flexure resonator exhibits a biquad frequency response required for a high-Q bandpass filter as shown in figure 1a . In a network topology of multiple resonators, each resonator exhibits its own unique biquad frequency response as shown in figure 1b and adds it to the coupled system as a whole. The spacing and shape of the filter is affected by a number of variables, in particular coupling spring stiffness, the variation of which can alter the shape to give a desirable flat pass band for a filter of this type as shown in figure 1c , additional electronics and techniques such as resistance or Q-adjustor components can also be utilized for transmission shape control.
Some common characteristics of a bandpass filter are shown in figure 2 highlighting important components of a successful filter, such as bandwidth, insertion loss, stop band attenuation, and shape factor [ 33 ] . This particular filter shape can be readily achieved through the coupling of two or more resonator tanks giving rise to a coupled bandpass biquad network topology. The coupling spring of the mechanical network topology looks to effectively pull the resonator frequencies apart, creating two closely space resonator peaks that constitute the end of the filter pass band [ 31 ] . The number of resonators within the coupled filter network constitutes the order of a particular bandpass filter. The order plays an important role in the overall filter characteristics with higher order filters giving a sharper roll off and smaller shape factor leading to higher selectivity, however at a cost of increased insertion loss [ 33 ] . An example of a 3rd order filter can be found in [ 33 ] .
The modelling of a general N-resonator series filter can be accomplished mechanically using a mechanical equivalent circuit of a single resonator device, modelled as a spring mass damper system and then through coupling of multiple resonators through the use of a soft mechanical spring [ 37 ] . 
Charge, q
In figure 3a a lumped parameter mechanical circuit model of a resonator consists of the components for mechanical mass (m r ), stiffness (k r ) and damping (c r ) and through coupling of a weak spring (k s ) can be configured into a 2nd order bandpass filter as seen in figure 3b . A common approach towards analysis of filter designs is to transform the mechanical elements into their equivalent electrical elements using the analogy modelling method
. Table 1 outlines a number of indirect analogies between mechanical and electrical variables.
The analogous link between the two disciplines means that the force (F ) and velocity (v) of a mechanical system can be treated as current (I) and voltage (V ) in an electrical system. The development of equivalent circuit representations is based on the analogy in the mathematical descriptions that exists between electric and mechanical phenomena [ 39 ] . Similarities in the equations governing the behaviour of electric and mechanical systems are where the analogies are drawn and this is illustrated in Newtons second law of motion. Here the relation of force F and velocity u for a rigid mass m, is arranged as:
and the subsequent electric equivalent an inductor relates as:
In this analogy the force F plays the same role as the voltage v, the velocity u as the current i, and the displacement x as charge q . 
The equations relating the mechanical and electrical values to each other are shown above, equations 4 -8. The electromechanical transformation coupling parameter η en allows for the synthesis of an LCR filter to be undertaken entirely within the electrical domain and later converting to equivalent mechanical values for device level synthesis later
Methodology
The improved design synthesis and optimization of MEMS devices is the targeted outcome of this approach through the application of automated optimization heuristics in conjunction with available MEMS modeling and simulation tools. From the field of evolutionary computation two of the most popular multi-objective algorithms have been chosen to undertake design synthesis, firstly NSGAII [ 40 ] and finally SPEA2 [ 41 ] . Both algorithms have been explored in terms of performance and applied successfully over a number of areas and problems outside and within MEMS design synthesis. The design problem revolves around the optimization of a MEMS bandpass filter. Outlined in the previous section the modeling of a bandpass filter can be achieved through the use of electrical equivalent representations. Here a design and optimisation approach looks to couple a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with an electric circuit model representation coined (GAECM).
Bandpass filter transmission represents the main qualifier for performance of the designed LCR bandpass network; the components of such can be broken down into a set of simple characteristics similar to those in figure 2. Characterized in figure 2 is an idealized frequency transmission for a band pass filter, where the shape consists of two distinct regions, the pass band and the stop band. In an ideal bandpass filter the pass band, the targeted frequency range where signals are unfiltered, is signified by a completely flat transmission with zero insertion loss and no gain. Outside of the targeted pass band lies the stop band regions, here all incoming signals are attenuated away, in essence filtered, depending on In reality no filter is ideal, due to the attenuation just outside the pass band not providing complete rejection of the signal, this roll off is often designed to be as narrow as possible. However this representation does provide a reasonable template of characteristics in which to evaluate and quantify new filter designs against targets for pass band and stop band frequency ranges. Therefore two design objectives can be constructed as a means to evaluate new designs created by the optimizer chosen to undertake the design optimisation of the MEMS bandpass filter and are outlined in figures 5 and 6. A frequency transmission from a single micromechanical resonator similar to that shown in figure 5 consists of a number of frequency data points plotted against the magnitude in units of dB. The quality and performance of the filter transmission can be measured by simply calculating where each data point lies within the pass band and stop band ranges outlined and measured against their target magnitude, in this case 0dB for points within the passband and -20dB within the stop band regions. The overall frequency performance can then be quantified as a sum of the total deviation from each of these ranges for the data points within the frequency transmission. Ideally all data points that lie within the pass band will have 0 insertion loss and no gain giving a magnitude of 0dB, while all points within the stop band will be -20dB and therefore have a deviation of 0 for both regions. Central frequency of the bandpass filter is important when wanting to design a frequency transmission for a targeted portion of the spectrum. The central frequency of a transmission is simply calculated as the distance of the peak frequency data point to the desired central frequency outlined by the designer. The objective shown in figure 6 is both a targeted design goal and a guide to the optimizer, allowing individual or coupled resonator transmission responses to move closer to the targeted region of interest. As outlined in figure 4 the components of interest are the individual LCR tanks, the coupling capacitor shunts and the values that make up equations 7 and 8 which are directly related to the comb transducer element of the filter. The individual values and the overall network topology of the circuit model produce the frequency transmission that is then used to evaluate the solution. In order to effectively simulate and analyse the circuit model solutions produced a circuit simulator is needed for the required AC analysis. SPICE [ 42 ] is a common analog electronic circuit simulator that allows the constructed electrical equivalent bandpass filter circuit models to be analysed for their frequency transmission, and it has already been utilised in similar filter design synthesis
. A table of the variables and objectives is shown in table 2. A bandpass filter analysis module acts as a link between the design optimisation framework used in this research and the simulator software used to analyse the individual solutions. The module constructs a parameter object using the values present in the solution and then uses this to override a bandpass fil- ter netlist file used by the SPICE simulator for analysis. Module specific parameters allow for analysis to occur over any specific range and any number of sampling points and after analysis output data is retrieved for evaluation. The multi-objective genetic algorithms NSGAII and SPEA2 are chosen as the optimizer tasked with evolving and optimising solutions to the bandpass filter problem. Structural tags relate to specific branch nodes within the representation and the nodes that control the count or number present. In this particular problem representation, the tank number variable and subsequently its value, has control over the tank branch node and increasing or decreasing this value leads to the addition or removal of the specific tank subtree structure. This effect is most evident within the polynomial mutation module within both NSGAII and SPEA2, where changing the value of a structure controlling variable such as tank number can lead to effectively cloning or removal of a randomly chosen structure as highlighted in figures 8 and 9.
Each node within the representation can contain a set of markers which can be used as some form of identifier or data object. These node markers can act as useful pieces of information or tools which can then be exploited to provide a diverse range of actions depending on the actions of modules that might utilise them. A simple example is shown in figure 7 . The standard SBX operator within NSGAII and SPEA2 has been modified to allow control over what nodes to perform the crossover operation or not, dependent on whether the nodes themselves are marked to do so. Therefore all nodes that have a marker for SBX Crossover have that particular operation performed upon them, while those that dont are ignored. In the bandpass fil- Insertion Point for Cloned Tank Tank 1  Tank 2  Tank 3 Cl on e ter design problem the variable for tank number is excluded from SBX crossover, this is as a result of preliminary testing which found the tank number deviated to the mean value early in the design process, and this convergence disrupted the overall exploration for optimal solutions. The final node marker listed is also related to tank number, marked with Integer Discrete Mutation, this relates to the polynomial mutation module and how it handles discrete integer values. The polynomial operator of NSGAII and SPEA2 has been updated to include discrete values and where appropriate switch to simpler random discrete mutation which lies between the bounds of the chosen variable. In this instance tank number has bounds between 1 and 9, and therefore mutation of the variable is simply a random choice within the bounds of the variable.
A final adaptation within NSGAII / SPEA2 and the SBX crossover module is how it handles structured and varied length representations. The representation used for this particular problem is structural in the sense it contains identifiable units that represent the LCR tanks used by the electrical equivalent circuit model, and varied, as the number of tanks can change depending on a controlling variable tank number. In order to perform successful crossover over two solutions with different lengths, as a result of tank number, a restriction is placed on the SBX crossover operation. The solution with the lowest number of structural units, in this case tanks, is chosen as the bounds of crossover, and therefore as shown in figure 10 only those tank units within both solutions have the crossover operation performed. This restriction stops the operator from performing crossover on the specific LCR tanks and associated variables between two parents where for one parent it does not exist as shown in figure 10 . This ensures structural integrity of the tree-based representation but as a result there is lower adaptation and exploration due to loss in variation of these 'end' LCR tanks.
The default algorithm parameters and experimental setup for both NSGAII and SPEA2 of the single and multi-level strategies are shown in table 5. The algorithmic parameters for mutation, crossover, distribution index and k strength are standard values taken from the literature. The population sizes were chosen to allow for a reasonable size spread of Pareto solutions and allow for both exploitation and exploration of the search space within a budget of 10,000 functional evaluations.
The design process employed for the multi-level optimisation has three separate and isolated evolutionary algorithms that are structured to evolve their own population of solutions over a fixed period of generations or functional evaluations. Each of the separate levels employs the same default algorithmic parameters outlined in table 5, while the representation remains unchanged. The default multi-level evaluation template is shown in figure  11 .
In order to transfer solutions from one level to another a migrator module is required. The migrator module is designed to handle the transfer of individual or sets of solutions from one population set to another. The migrator module contains a migration percentage parameter to indicate the number of individuals to transfer from one population set to another. The selection of individuals is based upon the same process within the standard NSGAII or SPEA2 algorithms, for example Pareto ranking and crowding, selecting the chosen percentage of individuals similar to truncation. If necessary as is the case here the chosen solutions are re-evaluated at the level specific analysis and then given a level specific rank and crowding value. A combination of both population sets then occurs similar to the standard Pareto ranking and crowding replacement to give the final population set. Successful migrants therefore remain within the final population while those of worse rank do not. Four migrator modules are utilized in this particular design strategy to allow individuals to move between neighbouring levels. The values for migration percentage along with the cycle count when migration is invoked are shown in table 6.
Case Studies
In order to effectively test the robustness of this design methodology for MEMS bandpass filter synthesis a range of frequencies are chosen. Three bandpass filter case studies are outlined in table 3 beginning with a relatively low frequency taken from [ 43 ] , two more bandpass filter problems are introduced at the 20kHz and 100kHz range.
The design parameters are the same as those listed in table 2 except in the case of capacitance and coupling spring capacitance. The central frequency of the bandpass filter is determined primarily by the frequencies of the resonators that make up the network, of which these are heavily influenced by the mass and stiffness of the device [ 31 ] . In order to allow synthesis of bandpass filter transmissions which lie within the vicinity of the target central frequency the bounds for capacitance have been varied so initial design lies within the region of interest at the start of the design process as shown in table 4. The use of a design of experiments (DoE) is a common approach to choosing the bounds of design variables when applying evolutionary optimization
The resistance component of the LCR tanks within the electrical equivalent circuit models is calculated using equation 4 which is linked to the tanks inductance and capacitance values as seen in equations 5 and 6 and follows similar approaches outlined in the literature [ 33 ] . The quality factor or Q value is fixed rather than calculated to a value of 40,000 which is consistent with the fabricated polysilicon folded flexure resonator within a vacuum, and has been outlined in [ 33 ] . Each case study as outlined in table 3 is fixed to a specific range where points are sampled at specific frequencies and then used to evaluate the two objectives outlined previously as seen in figures 5 and 6. These were a range of [0Hz-10kHz] for case study 1 resulting in 10,000 sampling points, and [0Hz-25kHz] and [85kHz-110kHz] for case studies 2 and 3 respectively, resulting in 25,000 sampling points. Preliminary testing had discovered that given the size of the stop band in relation to sampling size, frequency transmissions would predominantly converge to having incredibly low magnitudes in such as to avoid having a high error as a result of the stop band -20dB target limit, as shown in figure  5 . As a result weighting factors for the sum of the stop bands were set to divide the value by 9 and 25 in order for the algorithm to not focus to heavily on optimising the stop band. After synthesis of the electrical equivalent bandpass filter circuit models the values can then in the future be converted into their mechanical equivalent values using the equations of 4 -8 and then used as objectives for device level design optimisation of a folded flexure resonator. The multi-level strategy outlined previously looks to decompose the optimization process over a number of hierarchical levels, each with there own set of evaluation parameters. In a standard EA each functional evaluation is an outcome of any newly evolved solution and with constraint information provides information on the quality of the new design. The more functional evaluations that Figure 11 : Bandpass multi-level evaluation design template, with overview of problem, default representation, associated structure tags and node markers can occur the better, as it allows for further search within the design space.
The multi-level evaluation algorithm employs three separate evaluation characteristics all within the same functional budget of the standard approach. Each of the three levels are visualised in figure 12 , here level 1 covers the same range as the original single level analysis but samples only a fraction of the original points, while level 2 employs a different strategy of a restricted frequency window with a focus on the bandpass region of interest using a similar sampling size. The final level cover the entire frequency range of for example 1 Hz to 15 kHz and samples each of the frequency points. Table 7 outlines three levels of evaluation within the circuit simulator SPICE for analysis of the bandpass circuit model. The two lower levels, levels 1 and 2 provide a basic level of analysis of the frequency transmission at half of the cost in comparison with the standard analysis employed in the single level strategy. This is reflected in a smaller sampling size. Level 3 provides full range and sampling size for analysis, mirroring what is shown in figure 12 . The same number of functional evaluations is used throughout the multi-level strategy process.
Results
The results are divided along each of the case studies undertaken in this paper. For each set of results there are tables for hypervolume values containing the upper, mean and lower sets, with the nadir point contained in brackets below. The best results obtained from each run ranked by the filter objective are also presented. In addition the final Pareto sets and the filter response for the best solution found by each strategy and algorithm are presented.
Overall there is no clear winner in terms of performance between the two separate MOEAs, with both NSGAII and SPEA2 altering with the best solutions over the three case studies presented. However it is clear that for both algorithms it is possible to synthesis solutions which match our targeted bandpass characteristics, however with a diminishing return as you move from case study one to three, a result in the shift in frequency range. Moving to the hypervolume results across the three cases studies, the strategies employed show a similar disparity with that of the differing algorithms with the single level strategy performing better on some experimental results and multi-level strategy working better on others. Delving into the best solutions produced and there bandpass filter responses shows that the first case study proved the easiest of the three in terms of solving and optimizing a desired bandpass filter response. The ability to alter the number of MEMS filters in the solution representation proved to be beneficial to the overall process showing a strong link with increased numbers and better solutions. Across the two case studies that used the multi-level approach results point to improved or comparable designs over those found by the single level strategy, though once again there is a dropoff in quality in case study three for both. Finally the population sets presented across the three case studies highlight two conflicting patterns, one shown throughout most of case study one and two of a characteristic Pareto front, while the other is of a convergence to a single or similar solution in the search space as shown in case study 3 results. Considering that the spread of population solutions is often determined by the central frequency objective, those solutions which contain multiple peaks, often found in case studies one and two may allow for a larger spread of solutions in relation to those which only contain a single peak. 
Discussion
Automation of the design process is an important tool for any designer. In the field of microelectromechanical systems designer are often faced with the need to use numerous modeling and simulation tools that span across multiple disciplines. Coupling methods of modeling and simulation with that of automated design synthesis and optimization is of great benefit. In addition often these tools are highly computationally expensive and can slow down the design process as a result.
Research into methods for overcoming this problem by looking to speed up the design process but without a loss to overall design optimization quality is also a desired goal. This work set out to investigate the role multi-objective evolutionary algorithms could play in the evolution and optimization of designs for MEMS bandpass filters. This involved the creation of a novel approach to the optimization of bandpass filters through an electrical equivalent circuit modeling method coined GAECM. In addition this was expanded to include the use of alternative strategies for overcoming computational expense and expanding the search process through the use of a multi-level evaluation strategy. In this demonstration the use of multiobjective evolutionary algorithms proved successful in evolving and optimizing designs for MEMS bandpass filters that match the targeted bandpass characteristics outlined. The restructuring of the optimization process into a multi-level evaluation strategy allowed for more solutions to be created, in comparison with the single level strategy. In some instances this only led to solutions converging to a stable Pareto front, in others the ability to break free. However in either case it provides the designer with more solutions to choose from at the end of the process. In addition the multi-level strategy opens up the design process to different and varying abstractions of the design search space as a result of lowering the number of points sampled and the distribution from where they were sampled over the three different levels. The GAECM approach outlined in this paper was able to provide comparable bandpass filter transmissions to those within the literature for the current state of the art in automated design [ 43 ] as well as expand upon it through additional case study examples. In terms of overall performance the approach shows a significant reduction in functional evaluations, 10,000 compared with 2.6 million required to solve this design prob- . The use of a flexible representation has also proved to be useful, as highlighted in tables 11 and 12, where the best solutions have the higher number of LCR tanks in their solution designs, in some instances going to as high as 7 resonator tanks in case study 3 for NSGAII. There is however depreciation in quality as the frequency range is increased over the case studies. One explanation for this can be assigned to the initial start of the design process, and where the optimisation starts within the design search space. The chosen upper and lower bounds for the inductance and capacitance plays an important role in where the central frequency response of the filter lies within the frequency range. This is highlighted in figure  19 , where for each case study, 10,000 randomly initialised solutions are created and analysed, and a histogram of their central frequency is plotted showing the individual count and where they lie for a given frequency. Beside these plots the best solution ranked by filter frequency from the 10,000 random solutions is shown. The 656 Hz bandpass filter of case study one highlights how successfully chosen upper and lower bounds can give rise to randomly initialised solutions that lie within the passband region of interest and provide solutions with good bandpass frequency transmissions. As the range of interest changes to 20 kHz and then 100 kHz it can be seen that for the bounds chosen for the design variables the solutions produced lie further away from the target passband ranges. The quality of the solutions is also lower with limited bandpass transmission shape, with case study two lying close to the target central frequency but consisting of a single resonator, while for case study three the best random solution lies even further away from the target central frequency. The effect of choosing the correct variable bounds at the start of the optimization process is clear and it is recommended that a design of experiments be used to identify the best boundary ranges for each variable. Care must also be given when choosing the level of sampling across a given frequency range for the lower level abstractions. The number of points affects how the bandpass filter shape is evaluated, and as a result the genotype to phenotype mapping will vary. This may be detrimental as it means it is harder to differentiate solutions if the sampling rate leads to a granular bandpass filter shape.
Overall however the use of electrical equivalent to mechanical equivalent conversion methods has proved successful and it provides a direct link between the system and device level optimisation through physical mechanical targets for device layout optimisation leading to a realization of the functional circuit models.
Conclusions and Future Work
Microelectromechnical systems design presents many challenges. The multidisciplinary nature of modeling, simulation and application of the devices and the computational expense and conflicting objectives are just some that face designers. To aid designers an automated single level multi-objective evolutionary algorithm approach has been developed for the design and optimization of MEMS bandpass filters. This is coupled with a new approach for MEMS bandpass modeling and optimization through an electrical equivalent modeling approach coined GAECM. In addition a multi-level evaluation strategy that uses hierarchical simulation to aid optimization was outlined and tested over a number of bandpass filter case studies. The new GAECM approach proved successful in evolving designs that gave comparable results to earlier work [ 43 ] , but at a fraction of the cost, needing only 10,000 functional evaluations in comparison to 2.6 million with the previous work. Also our designs were restricted to bounds that gave rise to feasible and realizable physical targets unlike previous attempts, by using the required electrical equivalent to mechanical equivalent conversion method presented in [ 33 ] . This allowed for the creation of filter designs that could be feasible and realizable in terms of fabrication of the resulting 2D layout designs. Future work will look to expand the multilevel evaluation strategy into other disciplines, in particular the device and physical levels of modeling and simulation. Here the computational cost of simulation is larger and therefore the benefits obtained will be greater as a result.
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